With this poem it is a matter not merely of a poet's re-shaping literary tradition, but rather, to use Lyne's term (p. 47), of 'pillaging'. Since the Ciris is so grossly derivative, there is complete justification for suspecting, and indeed for seeking, elements which may belong to other poetic contexts. (Cinna, fr. 11. 1-2 Morel)
I suggest that at Cir. 215-19 we have the remnants of a compressed paraclausithyron, specifically that of Cinna's heroine before her father's chamber (qua se ad patrium tendebat semita limen I vestibulo in thalami paulum remoratur, 216-17). In such a setting the address to Night (caeruleas suafurta prius testatur ad umbras, 215), rather pointless in the Ciris, would make perfect sense. I suspect this entire line is Cinna's, furta originally referring not to any real theft, but to Zmyrna's imminent clandestine affair with her father -perhaps the primary meaning of the word in this type of poetry.7
In support of this suggestion it may be noted that Ovid's Myrrha, although not actually before Cinyras' door, also suffers from aypvrrvla (Met. 10. 368-82; cf. 369, pervigil). Finally, it would be a typically neoteric touch to have Zmyrna deliver the conventional address of the lover to Night in a totally original setting -before her own father's door. Scylla is wasting away with love. As Lyne observes, tabidulus is both striking and original (the word occurs nowhere else). Elsewhere, conveying the same sense, and again in the Nurse Scene, we find tabescere (249), which is in turn followed closely by tabis (254). Lyne, as had Sudhaus, sees Cinna at this last instance, which is certainly correct.8 In the light of this, it seems reasonable to suggest that the metaphor existed in Cinna's poem, and that the unusual diminutive was his coinage. This is supported 6 AvXVOL, familiar in the setting of amatory aypvrrvla, are absent from Callimachus' lines; the presence of lucernis in Cinna's version may stand as his acknowledgement of the tradition from which Callimachus drew. 
